A compactum is a compact Hausdorff space and a continuum is a connected compactum. Any Hausdorff space which can be obtained as a continuous image of an ordered compactum will be called an IOK. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Define the relation ~ on X by x ~ y if and only if there exists a metric continuum in X containing x and y. For each x in X, let M x = {y e X\x ~ y). M x is called the metric component of x. In this paper we will study the properties of metric components of connected IOK's. Our first theorem follows immediately from the above definitions. THEOREM 
For each Hausdorff space X, ~ is an equivalence relation on X and M x is connected for each x in X.
In general, the metric components of connected IOK's do not have to be compact. This can be seen by considering the "long line." However, under the hypotheses of the next theorem, we obtain the desired result. THEOREM 
If X is a first countable IOK, then M x is a continuum for each x in X.
Proof. Let xeX.
We will show that M x is closed in X. Let y be a limit point of M x and let {U n \ n e N} where N denotes the set of natural numbers, be a countable base at y. For each n, let x n e U n Π M x and let K n be a metric subcontinuum of X containing x and x n . Let K = Cl \J n K n . Clearly, K is a continuum and x, y e K. Since each K n is separable, it follows immediately that K is separable. However, if is a closed subset of X, and therefore K is a separable connected IOK. It follows that K is metrizable [8] . Thus, yeM x and hence M x is closed. parable IOK is first countable [5] . Thus, every Suslinian connected IOK is first countable. If S is a net whose domain is the directed set D, then we will use the notation {S a ,a e D) for S. When dealing with sequences, JV will always denote the set of natural numbers. If X is a space and A £ B £ X, then we will use the notation 3B to denote the boundary of B in X and the notation d B A to denote the boundary of A in the subspace B.
The following theorem is due to A. J. Ward ([9] and [4]).
THEOREM 3. If X is an IOK and {F n , n e N} is a sequence of disjoint closed subsets of X, then lim sup F n is separable.
We give a proof for the case when X is paraseparable, which is all that we require.
Proof. Suppose that X is a paraseparable IOK. Then the boundary of every open subset of X is separable ([5] and [3] ). Now, each F n is closed, and therefore 3(X -F n ) is separable. Since each F % is closed, dF n = 3(X -F n ), and therefore dF % is separable for every n. Hence \J n 3F n is separable and therefore Cl \J n dF n is separable. Let F = Cl \J n F n . Since {F n , neN} is a sequence of disjoint closed sets, we have that Cl U ^» = ΌF n U lim sup ί 7 .. Now, F is a closed subset of X and hence F is a IOK. Thus, F is paraseparable, and therefore each F-open set is an F σ in F [5] . Let , and therefore d F M is separable [3] . Furthermore, since F is closed, ilf Q F, and Λf is .F-open, it follows that
Since S is the union of two closed separable subspaces of X, £ is a separable IOK. We claim that lim sup F n Q S. Suppose that x e lim sup
It follows that Vf)\J n dF n Φ 0, and hence x e Cl \J n 9F n . Therefore lim sup F n £ S. Since every closed subset of a separable IOK is separable [5] , it follows that lim sup i^, is separable. 
Since HπK n = 0 for each w, it follows that a; e if Π limsup^. Let {Z7 % I w e JV} be a monotone decreasing countable base at x. Clearly, there exists a subsequence {K n ., ieN} of {K n , neN} such that i^. Π JJ.-Φ 0 for all i. It follows that x e lim inf iΓ % .. Thus, lim sup K n . is a continuum. By Theorem 3, lim sup K n . is separable and therefore lim sup JK^. is a metrizable continuum [8] . Now, for each K n ., K ni ςt U, so that K n . Π (X -U) Φ 0. Since X -C7 is compact, there exists a 7/ in X -U such that y e lim sup K n .. Thus, lim sup ϋΓ % . is a metric continuum containing x and 2/. However, this is impossible since H is the metric component of x, H £ £7, and y$U. It follows that Kf)H -0. Let F -?7 -K. Then F is an open set, and, clearly, HQVQU.
Let L 6 Γ such that L Π F ^ 0. Then, L n ί/^ 0, and since F = U -Cl LL K nf it follows that L Q U. Thus, Γ is upper semi-continuous.
Whenever {A \ A e Y) is a decomposition of X, it is to be assumed that Y is given the quotient topology derived from the topology of X, and that p denotes the natural map from X onto Y given by p(x) = A where xeAeY.
THEOREM 5. Let X be a Suslinian connected IOK and let 3Γ =
{M x \xeX}. If K is a subcontinuum of Y, then p~\K) is a subcontinuum of X.

Proof. Let K be a subcontinuum of Y, and let if* = p~\K).
Since Y is upper semi-continuous, p is continuous and closed. Thus, if* is a compact subset of X. Suppose that if* is not connected. Then if* is the union of two disjoint closed subsets A* and J3* of X. Let A = p(A*) and B -p(B*). Then A and B are closed subsets of Y and A\J B = K. Since if is connected we must have that A n B Φ 0. Let Ms 6 A Π B. Then M,. e p(A*) Γ) p(£*), and hence there exist an a in A* and a 6 in 5* such that p(α) = p(b) = ϋf β . Thus, ikί* S if* = A* U JB* But Λf z Π A* ^ 0 and I e n5*^0, which contradicts the fact that M x is connected. Therefore if* is a continuum. [2] , and hence C is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of M x . Furthermore, C £ if and therefore, C is metric. Since ^î s maximal, C C\ M n Φ 0 for some n. However, C QU, and hence UΓ\ M n Φ 0. But then Ϊ7Π D Φ 0, so ^/ eS. Thus, D is dense in M x . Since M^ is a connected IOK, it follows that M x is metrizable [8] .
A continuum X is netlike if each pair of points in X can be separated by a finite set. The following theorem is proved in [7] . THEOREM 
